Rittman Ditz
This idiot contacted me from Yahoo Personals – the scammer’s must hate the fact that Yahoo is eliminating
their Personals section and going to partner with Match.com instead. Scammers love Yahoo Personals because
they can register for free for a weeklong trial. This scambait goes back to my query of why a West African
scammer would pose as someone who lives in the same town as me or a city somewhat close? Do they think I
won’t ask them about it? I don’t even get the chance here because this moron forgets where she is from.
******************************************************************************************
Hello ‐ this is Greg from Personals ‐ write me back.
Greg
******************************************************************************************
Thanks for the message Greg, Its nice getting to know you but there are things i really need to express.life is
good and at the same time there are still some bad things happening in life too.But i believe the bad people
have spoil the names of the good ones. so that in life now, we try to be sure of the person we are
dating.whether he/she truly loves us or Just there to play us.I have gone through so much and all i need is a
man that is trustworthy and reliable.I hope you possess the qualities i need from a man.All i need is true love
because that is what i want to give.thanks for Getting in touch...Tell me more about yourself
Regina
******************************************************************************************
Don’t bother reading my reply...The first three paragraphs were written by a scammer to me which I use to
reply to romance scammers because they don’t read your emails anyways…At least to the point where they
ask for money. I re‐copied those 3 paragraphs over and over to make my email look long. She never noticed…
Thank you so much for getting back in touch with me as it actually made my day!!!, you sound like all i want,
you are my perfect match . I am really going to put a lot of effort into writing this letter to you in hopes it will
provide you with a good understanding of who I am, what I am all about, and what has made me the person I
am today. The reason I am going to write a letter rather than just send a message is because I am serious
about wanting to establish a quality friendship with you, and because of the fact I rarely contact anyone on
here, so when I do you can be rest assured I am serious about my intentions.I will just want you to know that i
do graduated from University of Florida and i do graduated with a BSC...
Am looking for a woman that will be able to listen to me , communicate her feelings to me , make me laugh,
hold and comfort me in need,stand by my side, respect me, passionate lover in every way, support me in
every way, love me and only me, make me smile, protect me when needed, romantic time to time ,constantly
reactive, and treat me right.... I know you will think what is a pretty lady like me doing on here .. Yes the
reason I came on to the internet to find the special person who deserves all the love and passion that makes
up my heart and soul is because I do not have the time to meet others out in a public setting, and the fact I
feel you can learn so much about someone through letters, as a person has to take there time and think about
the words they want to express, so it allows you to gain a better understanding of someone than you would
probably otherwise .
Thank you so much for getting back in touch with me as it actually made my day!!!, you sound like all i want,
you are my perfect match . I am really going to put a lot of effort into writing this letter to you in hopes it will
provide you with a good understanding of who I am, what I am all about, and what has made me the person I
am today. The reason I am going to write a letter rather than just send a message is because I am serious
about wanting to establish a quality friendship with you, and because of the fact I rarely contact anyone on
here, so when I do you can be rest assured I am serious about my intentions.I will just want you to know that i

do graduated from University of Florida and i do graduated with a BSC...
Am looking for a woman that will be able to listen to me , communicate her feelings to me , make me laugh,
hold and comfort me in need,stand by my side, respect me, passionate lover in every way, support me in
every way, love me and only me, make me smile, protect me when needed, romantic time to time ,constantly
reactive, and treat me right.... I know you will think what is a pretty lady like me doing on here .. Yes the
reason I came on to the internet to find the special person who deserves all the love and passion that makes
up my heart and soul is because I do not have the time to meet others out in a public setting, and the fact I
feel you can learn so much about someone through letters, as a person has to take there time and think about
the words they want to express, so it allows you to gain a better understanding of someone than you would
probably otherwise .
Dear The very reason I am interested in establishing a friendship with you is because I feel I have a lot to offer
you in the way of a friendship and I know I have a lot to share with you that will be of interest to you and even
some things that will surprise you. I am very much a woman of substance and I am very unique in today's
society because I live my life through my spirituality and through the word of God and because I have such a
strong understanding of what I feel my role in life is suppose to be. I am a woman of integrity and my word is
my honor!. I have very high standards for myself and my life is all about providing love, peace and happiness
to others.For you to get a better understanding of me picture a waterfall in your mind and instead of all the
water overflowing it is all the love and passion I have in my heart to give to others who are deserving, as the
love and passion has an endless flow coming out of my heart.
I choose to write and I like to give them my very best even if it is in a long letter such as this. I know the type
of person who I want to build a friendship with so I am willing to put the time and effort in my messages to
show that to you.
The very reason I am interested in establishing a friendship with you is because I feel I have a lot to offer you
in the way of a friendship and I know I have a lot to share with you that will be of interest to you and even
some things that will surprise you. I am very much a woman of substance and I am very unique in today's
society because I live my life through my spirituality and through the word of God and because I have such a
strong understanding of what I feel my role in life is suppose to be. I am a woman of integrity and my word is
my honor!. I have very high standards for myself and my life is all about providing love, peace and happiness
to others.For you to get a better understanding of me picture a waterfall in your mind and instead of all the
water overflowing it is all the love and passion I have in my heart to give to others who are deserving, as the
love and passion has an endless flow coming out of my heart.
Thank you so much for getting back in touch with me as it actually made my day!!!, you sound like all i want,
you are my perfect match . I am really going to put a lot of effort into writing this letter to you in hopes it will
provide you with a good understanding of who I am, what I am all about, and what has made me the person I
am today. The reason I am going to write a letter rather than just send a message is because I am serious
about wanting to establish a quality friendship with you, and because of the fact I rarely contact anyone on
here, so when I do you can be rest assured I am serious about my intentions.I will just want you to know that i
do graduated from University of Florida and i do graduated with a BSC...
Am looking for a woman that will be able to listen to me , communicate her feelings to me , make me laugh,
hold and comfort me in need,stand by my side, respect me, passionate lover in every way, support me in
every way, love me and only me, make me smile, protect me when needed, romantic time to time ,constantly
reactive, and treat me right.... I know you will think what is a pretty lady like me doing on here .. Yes the
reason I came on to the internet to find the special person who deserves all the love and passion that makes
up my heart and soul is because I do not have the time to meet others out in a public setting, and the fact I

feel you can learn so much about someone through letters, as a person has to take there time and think about
the words they want to express, so it allows you to gain a better understanding of someone than you would
probably otherwise .
Thank you so much for getting back in touch with me as it actually made my day!!!, you sound like all i want,
you are my perfect match . I am really going to put a lot of effort into writing this letter to you in hopes it will
provide you with a good understanding of who I am, what I am all about, and what has made me the person I
am today. The reason I am going to write a letter rather than just send a message is because I am serious
about wanting to establish a quality friendship with you, and because of the fact I rarely contact anyone on
here, so when I do you can be rest assured I am serious about my intentions.I will just want you to know that i
do graduated from University of Florida and i do graduated with a BSC...
Am looking for a woman that will be able to listen to me , communicate her feelings to me , make me laugh,
hold and comfort me in need,stand by my side, respect me, passionate lover in every way, support me in
every way, love me and only me, make me smile, protect me when needed, romantic time to time ,constantly
reactive, and treat me right.... I know you will think what is a pretty lady like me doing on here .. Yes the
reason I came on to the internet to find the special person who deserves all the love and passion that makes
up my heart and soul is because I do not have the time to meet others out in a public setting, and the fact I
feel you can learn so much about someone through letters, as a person has to take there time and think about
the words they want to express, so it allows you to gain a better understanding of someone than you would
probably otherwise .
Dear The very reason I am interested in establishing a friendship with you is because I feel I have a lot to offer
you in the way of a friendship and I know I have a lot to share with you that will be of interest to you and even
some things that will surprise you. I am very much a woman of substance and I am very unique in today's
society because I live my life through my spirituality and through the word of God and because I have such a
strong understanding of what I feel my role in life is suppose to be. I am a woman of integrity and my word is
my honor!. I have very high standards for myself and my life is all about providing love, peace and happiness
to others.For you to get a better understanding of me picture a waterfall in your mind and instead of all the
water overflowing it is all the love and passion I have in my heart to give to others who are deserving, as the
love and passion has an endless flow coming out of my heart.
I choose to write and I like to give them my very best even if it is in a long letter such as this. I know the type
of person who I want to build a friendship with so I am willing to put the time and effort in my messages to
show that to you.
The very reason I am interested in establishing a friendship with you is because I feel I have a lot to offer you
in the way of a friendship and I know I have a lot to share with you that will be of interest to you and even
some things that will surprise you. I am very much a woman of substance and I am very unique in today's
society because I live my life through my spirituality and through the word of God and because I have such a
strong understanding of what I feel my role in life is suppose to be. I am a woman of integrity and my word is
my honor!. I have very high standards for myself and my life is all about providing love, peace and happiness
to others.For you to get a better understanding of me picture a waterfall in your mind and instead of all the
water overflowing it is all the love and passion I have in my heart to give to others who are deserving, as the
love and passion has an endless flow coming out of my heart.
Thank you so much for getting back in touch with me as it actually made my day!!!, you sound like all i want,
you are my perfect match . I am really going to put a lot of effort into writing this letter to you in hopes it will
provide you with a good understanding of who I am, what I am all about, and what has made me the person I
am today. The reason I am going to write a letter rather than just send a message is because I am serious
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Am looking for a woman that will be able to listen to me , communicate her feelings to me , make me laugh,
hold and comfort me in need,stand by my side, respect me, passionate lover in every way, support me in
every way, love me and only me, make me smile, protect me when needed, romantic time to time ,constantly
reactive, and treat me right.... I know you will think what is a pretty lady like me doing on here .. Yes the
reason I came on to the internet to find the special person who deserves all the love and passion that makes
up my heart and soul is because I do not have the time to meet others out in a public setting, and the fact I
feel you can learn so much about someone through letters, as a person has to take there time and think about
the words they want to express, so it allows you to gain a better understanding of someone than you would
probably otherwise .
Thank you so much for getting back in touch with me as it actually made my day!!!, you sound like all i want,
you are my perfect match . I am really going to put a lot of effort into writing this letter to you in hopes it will
provide you with a good understanding of who I am, what I am all about, and what has made me the person I
am today. The reason I am going to write a letter rather than just send a message is because I am serious
about wanting to establish a quality friendship with you, and because of the fact I rarely contact anyone on
here, so when I do you can be rest assured I am serious about my intentions.I will just want you to know that i
do graduated from University of Florida and i do graduated with a BSC...
Am looking for a woman that will be able to listen to me , communicate her feelings to me , make me laugh,
hold and comfort me in need,stand by my side, respect me, passionate lover in every way, support me in
every way, love me and only me, make me smile, protect me when needed, romantic time to time ,constantly
reactive, and treat me right.... I know you will think what is a pretty lady like me doing on here .. Yes the
reason I came on to the internet to find the special person who deserves all the love and passion that makes
up my heart and soul is because I do not have the time to meet others out in a public setting, and the fact I
feel you can learn so much about someone through letters, as a person has to take there time and think about
the words they want to express, so it allows you to gain a better understanding of someone than you would
probably otherwise .
Dear The very reason I am interested in establishing a friendship with you is because I feel I have a lot to offer
you in the way of a friendship and I know I have a lot to share with you that will be of interest to you and even
some things that will surprise you. I am very much a woman of substance and I am very unique in today's
society because I live my life through my spirituality and through the word of God and because I have such a
strong understanding of what I feel my role in life is suppose to be. I am a woman of integrity and my word is
my honor!. I have very high standards for myself and my life is all about providing love, peace and happiness
to others.For you to get a better understanding of me picture a waterfall in your mind and instead of all the
water overflowing it is all the love and passion I have in my heart to give to others who are deserving, as the
love and passion has an endless flow coming out of my heart.
I choose to write and I like to give them my very best even if it is in a long letter such as this. I know the type
of person who I want to build a friendship with so I am willing to put the time and effort in my messages to
show that to you.
The very reason I am interested in establishing a friendship with you is because I feel I have a lot to offer you
in the way of a friendship and I know I have a lot to share with you that will be of interest to you and even
some things that will surprise you. I am very much a woman of substance and I am very unique in today's
society because I live my life through my spirituality and through the word of God and because I have such a

strong understanding of what I feel my role in life is suppose to be. I am a woman of integrity and my word is
my honor!. I have very high standards for myself and my life is all about providing love, peace and happiness
to others.For you to get a better understanding of me picture a waterfall in your mind and instead of all the
water overflowing it is all the love and passion I have in my heart to give to others who are deserving, as the
love and passion has an endless flow coming out of my heart.
I choose to write and I like to give them my very best even if it is in a long letter such as this. I know the type
of person who I want to build a friendship with so I am willing to put the time and effort in my messages to
show that to you.
With Care,
Greg
******************************************************************************************
Thanks for the mail well....i am not in the state for now ..i am in west Africa which is NIGERIA...for my final
project ..Masters in Accounting....i am very willing to chat with you one day so that we can talk more.......i am
a cool and shy girl ..I hate cheating and lying and fighting ...my ex boyfriend cheated on me so since then i
have to be single and i love to meet someone that is honest,open minded,caring, romantic and i love to meet
someone special ok..i will love to meet someone cool and caring person trustworthy..honest and cool person
that can take care of me and i will be with him till the rest of my life and i will be caring and lovely to him if you
only he can promise not to cheat on me ok
My favorite physical activities:
Basketball, Dancing,swimming,listening to music, Jogging/Running
My favorite food(s):
American, Chinese/Dim Sum, Fast Food/Pizza, Japanese/Sushi
My favorite music:
Blues, Disco, Hard Rock & Metal, Jazz, Soul/R&B
Favorite Color & Flower
Blue Color... Rose Flower
i hate to be cheat and fighting and disobey .I love to meet good person and trustworthy honest ,caring good
person and i will care for him and will also do that ..
About my last relationship..
my ex boyfriend went to marry my best friend one day i was going to check on my ex boyfriend and meet both
of them in my boyfriend's room and i fated and i was rush to the hospital that was so painful But i have to
forget about it and start a new life..Tell me more about yourself and do send some pictures if available......
Regina
******************************************************************************************
What nationality are you?
Greg
Remember this for the chat sessions…
******************************************************************************************

I am Originally from Rittman.. OH,I live alone in the house i inherited from my dead parent,they both died in a
car accident 4yrs ago,I will be coming back to state soonest as soon as i get my leaving certificate. I believe
that men needs to be treated with respect and as a equal partner in a relationship, but all I seem to find is the
ones that does not know how to respond to that or is untrusting to it. I feel like u should treat somebody with
respect and like they are a person not a peice of meat or whatever. I am the type of person who wants
somebody to feel wanted not just as a trophy. I am a very affectionate person and I love to cuddle, I like to
show somebody how I feel not just telling them. I love to be close to somebody whether it is in the bed on the
couch or wherever. I want somebody to want me for me not something or somebody I am not. I guess my
dreams would be is to be happy and have a family my goals in life I want to go into business for my self oneday
but that will be a while from now. I guess I want to work on my love life and be happy first. I have always
wanted a child of my own and to have a family , but I guess when the time is right it will happen. I like to play
sports just as much as I do watching them. Most of all i like to spend time with who I am with, and cuddle up
and watch a movie.I like the outdoors, but I don’t care about hunting or fishing, well I will fish with an un‐
baited hook if it means I will get to spend some time with someone I care about. There are a lot of things I like
doing as in boating,swimming, listening to music,dancing, riding motorcycles, camping, etc. My ultimate goal
and what I think would make me happy is to have a man by my side that I love and loves me, and children that
I can raise and have fun with. I guess it is the typical individual dream. Ok, for my questions to you. What are
some of your goals, hopes and dreams? How long have you been single? What do you do for fun? Tell me
more about yourself and so send some more pictures if available.
Love from Regina
Later, “she” forgets where she is from – turns out she has never been to Ohio before, but that also changes…
******************************************************************************************
Are you American?
Greg
******************************************************************************************
Nope i think i told you in my Mail That am Not In the state right Now But i will soon Be Back to the state as
soon as am Done with My Final exams In Couple Of Weeks....I Hope to Read from you soonest.Regina
******************************************************************************************
I asked what nationality are you, not where you are? Do you understand me? No Habla???
Greg
******************************************************************************************
USA
******************************************************************************************
When will you be coming back to Ohio? Is your semester about done? I never heard of anyone going to Africa
for Accounting ‐ that seems to me a bit odd. And dumb. What branch of Accounting are you specializing in? I
have an Accounting Degree as well, but mine is a Bachelor's Degree not a Masters. What college are you in?
Greg
******************************************************************************************
Hey Greg's how are you doing and how is Life Treating you?????Baby i want you to know that its not my wish
to come to the Africa to study its My Dad's Dieing wish ...and as soon as am done with my final exams here in
school i will be back to Ohio,Am starting My exams by nextweek Ok
******************************************************************************************
When will you be coming back to Ohio? Is your semester about done. I never heard of anyone going to Africa
for Accounting ‐ that seems to me a bit odd. What branch of Accounting are you specializing in? I have an
Accounting Degree as well, but mine is a Bachelor's Degree not a Masters. What college are you in?

Greg
Whore didn’t answer my questions so I’ll send it again…
******************************************************************************************
Hello Greg's,
I really appreciate all ur emails and i would really love to meet you when i get back...could you tell me more
about urself ....well i love kids though.i would really appreciate getting to know you more and i hope we could
be a good set for this relationship.I was deeply hurt im my former relationship and i guess i will not want that
to happen again....that is why i need to hang my trust on a faithful guy this time....Have u ever cheated on a
girl?......and how will u treat me if eventually u have me?......i love to ask much question and i hope u
understand why.........really like to be treated like a queen by my partner and i treat him as my kind too.....i
have never cheated but i have been cheated on...i felt so bad so i have not been into any relationship for 1year
and 2 months....i will appreciate to hear from u as soon as possible.
Cheers
Regina
******************************************************************************************
Did you even read my email? Why am I bothering to write to you if you don't even read my emails?
Greg
You will see I asked what college are you in and what branch of Accounting you are specializing in.
******************************************************************************************
Am In University Of Glamorgan and i wanna be Banking and finance's ok
******************************************************************************************
Dear The very reason I am interested in establishing a friendship with you is because I feel I have a lot to offer
you in the way of a friendship and I know I have a lot to share with you that will be of interest to you and even
some things that will surprise you. I am very much a woman of substance and I am very unique in today's
society because I live my life through my spirituality and through the word of God and because I have such a
strong understanding of what I feel my role in life is suppose to be. I am a woman of integrity and my word is
my honor!. I have very high standards for myself and my life is all about providing love, peace and happiness
to others.For you to get a better understanding of me picture a waterfall in your mind and instead of all the
water overflowing it is all the love and passion I have in my heart to give to others who are deserving, as the
love and passion has an endless flow coming out of my heart.
I choose to write and I like to give them my very best even if it is in a long letter such as this. I know the type
of person who I want to build a friendship with so I am willing to put the time and effort in my messages to
show that to you.
With Care,
Greg
Another copied email from a scammer to me, then me to scammer…
******************************************************************************************
Hunnie
Before I met you,I was badly hurt from relationships that fell apart,I didn't wanna live no more I just wanted
an end,I thought nothing could cure me,My heart would never mend.But getting happy at ur consistency and
simplicity....in short i love the way u talk and i guess we could get to see as soon as i get back...one thing i want

u to note is faithful cux that is what can make things work out for us am alway committed too but my ex
boyfriend did real bad...anyway am getting over that.I have not been with any man for 10months since i broke
up with my ex.I am giving you a chance to see how things will work and if really u will not treat me like rob did
...I guess we could get to see when i get back home but that tell u need to contact me daily and i get a
message sent to u also telling ur how my day is. Am feeling u are something very new and i guess ur coming
into my life will be a plus.I hope we'll never part,because I know a strait forward man will always treat with
love...I wrote your name in the sky, but the wind blew it away.I wrote your name in the sand, but the waves
washed it away.I wrote your name in my heart, and forever it will stay....I really want to see u someday.i
should be home by next week.
Love From Regina
******************************************************************************************
What day next week are you going to be back? Maybe we could go out to dinner after you get back?
Greg
Can’t wait to see what catastrophe happens to prevent her from coming home to Rittman.
******************************************************************************************
Thanks for the message darling ...hun all i need from you is love and am sure this is what u are ready to give
out to me ..honesty and we should be supportive to each other ...this are things that will make this
relationship go stronger..and move forward ..hun right now am not happy am just back from school ..but
reading ur message makes me a little bit happy..cos whenever i read ur message am always full of joy ..and
have tears on my eyes that why can i be with u at the point in time i am reading that message ...anyway hun
there is a little prob in school...and hun i will need ur support and i will appreciate it if u can ..cos darling this is
what i have been seriously thinking about hun i really need ur help ..and hun this are some pains that the lost
of my parent as really cost me ..cos had it been they were still a life ..i won't be facing all this kind of
things..any way hun there is this text books that we are ask to get in school for our exam tht is coming up on
Tuesday ..and that exam happened to be our final exam ..and that text books need to be submitted for marks
..marks will be awarded for it ..and hun as i am talking to you now..i am seriously broke ..i have nothing on me
to get those text books ..and hun i don't want to repeat my final exam i will have to stay here again ..to rewrite
it and that will take me more time ..and hun can't just wait to be with u..am seriously dying to meet
you...darling u just need to help me out and i will appreciate it if can and hun i am using this time to promise u
that i will never let u down ....hun i will be looking forward to hear back from u... ur sweetheart......Regina
First of all, was this email written by an American girl from Rittman Ohio? Second, she needs money to buy
textbooks to turn them in with her final exam for marks? Yeah, colleges do that a lot…
******************************************************************************************
Hi;
How are you? Haven't seen you online and just wanted to say hi.
Greg
I am avoiding her and ignoring her request for money. I want to stall until after her “exams” on Tuesday (4
days away) to see what her new money excuse will be…
******************************************************************************************
Hun i have been expecting to read from you since all this Days ..Hun i need you to help me here in school,And
this is the Only thing That i delaying me On here..I Love you pls talk to me,i need to here from you.Loving you
is all i care so much.Regina
******************************************************************************************

Awww…she loves me.
What do you mean you love me? We have only talked a few times and you tell me you love me? Are you a
freak?
Greg
******************************************************************************************
Hey Baby i was only Trying to tell u how i feel about u ..Ok am so Sorry for been to forward oki hope u are not
mad at me that much?Greg am not fake but i am real with you ok...
******************************************************************************************
I didn't say you were fake ‐ I said you were a freak. Anyone who tells someone they love them after a few
emails on the internet is a freak.
Greg
******************************************************************************************
Hun i want you to know that i am Real with you ever since i have been talking to you u ave make Me Fall for
you and its Only u On My List here i swear to God...Well i am Not Freak Nor Teasing you Ok...Greg i need you
to help me with My Problems here and i don't know if you will love you will love to help me Out...I hope to
Read from you soonest.Your New Friend.Sara
Oops, a little name change here…
******************************************************************************************
You fall in love with someone after a few emails? You must be losing it because it seems you have forgotten
your own name.
Greg
******************************************************************************************
Greg Am really sorry for all my mistakes Ok..
******************************************************************************************
What mistakes? I just think that you are a freak for telling someone you love them after a few emails. It shows
that you must be desperate and simple‐minded, and is really rather sad.
Greg
******************************************************************************************
hey babe i said i need you to help me with my problem but you did not talk about ...i need you help and this is
the only thing that is keeping me on here..
******************************************************************************************
What the hell is that supposed to mean "it's the only thing keeping you on here"???
Greg
******************************************************************************************
said i need some funds here to get text books and if i dont get those text books it may let me Retake my finals
and you know what that means..Extra year?pls help me out
******************************************************************************************
I haven't heard from you in a few days. Are you on your way home now? Let me know ‐ we could go out for
dinner when you get back.
Talk to you later,
Greg

It is now 2 days past her final exam (Tuesday). What will her new ploy for money be?
******************************************************************************************
Hun pls help me with this pls....
******************************************************************************************
Are you back in the states yet?
Greg
Days later…
******************************************************************************************
am at the Airport but i was told to pay some bill here and i have spend all i have On my ticket ,Hey Babe can
you help me with little funds there?i will pay u back ok
******************************************************************************************
Hi Tina,
Let me know when you get back home and maybe we can go out to dinner. Talk to you later.
Greg
I make up some random name to use…
******************************************************************************************
So Babe u don't wanna talk to me anymore and u want to help me with my problems?????
******************************************************************************************
The Chat Sessions actually started before the emails ended, but I kept them here at the end for simplicity.
******************************************************************************************
‐‐‐‐‐ Our chat on Mon, 5/17/10 3:08 PM ‐‐‐‐‐
Greg's (2:32 PM): Hi
controlreginaluv01 (2:32 PM): hello
controlreginaluv01 (2:32 PM): who are you?
Greg's (2:32 PM): This is Greg
controlreginaluv01 (2:32 PM): sorry?
controlreginaluv01 (2:33 PM): oh Am sorry Hun..
controlreginaluv01 (2:33 PM): how are you doing?
Greg's (2:33 PM): good, how are you?
controlreginaluv01 (2:34 PM): am not fine..
Greg's (2:34 PM): why is that?
controlreginaluv01 (2:35 PM): i am not happy when i came back from school
controlreginaluv01 (2:35 PM): am so much happy i can talk to you Here..
Greg's (2:35 PM): yeah, it's nice
controlreginaluv01 (2:36 PM): yes...
Greg's (2:36 PM): so what day do you graduate?
controlreginaluv01 (2:37 PM): But am In Little Problem here in school
controlreginaluv01 (2:37 PM): Next Week Hun
controlreginaluv01 (2:38 PM): am starting My final exams On Thursday and we just told That we will need to
get little thing for the exams..
controlreginaluv01 (2:38 PM): and That is making me unhappy right now..
Greg's (2:38 PM): I'm sure you'll get over it

Greg's (2:39 PM): where did you get your bachelor's degree?
controlreginaluv01 (2:39 PM): How?
controlreginaluv01 (2:39 PM): In The Uk ..
controlreginaluv01 (2:39 PM): Before My Parent Die...
Greg's (2:40 PM): what school?
controlreginaluv01 (2:40 PM): Same School i told you ..
controlreginaluv01 (2:40 PM): but in the Uk...
Greg's (2:41 PM): I thought that was the school you are in now? ? ?
controlreginaluv01 (2:41 PM): So Hun i will need you to help me...
controlreginaluv01 (2:41 PM): Yes But i have My BSC there first before ..
controlreginaluv01 (2:42 PM): My Dad as me to come to Nigeria Here For My Master Degree...
Greg's (2:44 PM): So your Bachelor's is in Accounting ‐ what is your Master's Degree going to be in? I didn't
understand your answer in your email you sent ‐ something about Banking and Finance...
controlreginaluv01 (2:45 PM): YES..
controlreginaluv01 (2:45 PM): THAT IS WHAT AM DOING FOR MY MASTER DEGREE..
controlreginaluv01 (2:45 PM): BANKING AND FINANCE
Greg's (2:46 PM): Banking and Finance isn't Accounting...
Greg's (2:46 PM): I thought you said you were getting your Master's in Accounting?
controlreginaluv01 (2:48 PM): BANKING AND FINACE OK....
Greg's (2:49 PM): Okay, but you did say Accounting in your email...
controlreginaluv01 (2:49 PM): SORRY
controlreginaluv01 (2:49 PM): MISTAKE
controlreginaluv01 (2:50 PM): U THERE?
Greg's (2:51 PM): yes, I will be right back...
controlreginaluv01 (2:52 PM): WAIT CAN I ASK YOU SOMETHING?
controlreginaluv01 (2:52 PM): WILL YOU HELP ME?
controlreginaluv01 (3:06 PM): <ding>
controlreginaluv01 (3:06 PM): ARE YOU BACK BABY?
controlreginaluv01 (3:07 PM): WELL BABY I NEED TO GO NOW..
controlreginaluv01 (3:08 PM): I HOPE TO READ FROM YOU IN MY MAIL BOX...
controlreginaluv01 (3:08 PM): OK
controlreginaluv01 (3:08 PM): BYE FOR NOW...
I got busy at work, so I left her hanging…
******************************************************************************************
‐‐‐‐‐ Our chat on Thu, 6/3/10 11:41 AM ‐‐‐‐‐
Greg's (9:29 AM): are you back in the States yet?
controlreginaluv01 (9:29 AM): NOPE ..
controlreginaluv01 (9:30 AM): HAVING LITTLE PROBLEM HERE..
Greg's (9:30 AM): How was your exams?
controlreginaluv01 (9:30 AM): FINE ..
controlreginaluv01 (9:30 AM): WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN?
Greg's (9:31 AM): I’ve been here...
Greg's (9:31 AM): haven't seen you online in a while ‐ figured you were busy studying
controlreginaluv01 (9:32 AM): yes ..
controlreginaluv01 (9:32 AM): BUT AM DONE NOW ..
controlreginaluv01 (9:32 AM): BUT I NEED TO GET MY CERTIFICATE BEFORE COMING BACK TO THE STATE..
Greg's (9:32 AM): did it go well?

controlreginaluv01 (9:33 AM): NOPE BABE ..
controlreginaluv01 (9:33 AM): EVEN I HAVE WANT YOU TO HELPME WITH MY SITUATION HERE..
controlreginaluv01 (9:34 AM): U THERE BABE?
Greg's (9:35 AM): sorry, talking to an employee
controlreginaluv01 (9:35 AM): OK..
controlreginaluv01 (9:36 AM): SO HOW ARE YOU DOING ?
Greg's (9:36 AM): doing great ‐ in the process of buying a new house
controlreginaluv01 (9:37 AM): WOW THAT'S GREAT..
Greg's (9:38 AM): I'm having a new one built...
controlreginaluv01 (9:38 AM): Okay..
controlreginaluv01 (9:38 AM): so u stay alone?
controlreginaluv01 (9:39 AM): or with Family?
Greg's (9:39 AM): By myself
controlreginaluv01 (9:39 AM): Okay..
controlreginaluv01 (9:40 AM): Baby i need to come back to the state and this is the Only thing keeping me
here..
controlreginaluv01 (9:40 AM): Baby i need to get back to the state and see you ..
Greg's (9:40 AM): My new house is going to be 6500 Sq. ft in Medina
controlreginaluv01 (9:40 AM): Ok..
controlreginaluv01 (9:41 AM): so babe i need you to help me with My certificate?
Greg's (9:42 AM): What are you talking about?
controlreginaluv01 (9:42 AM): i need little funds to get my certificate here ....
controlreginaluv01 (9:43 AM): and i am damm Broke here..
controlreginaluv01 (9:43 AM): i have spend all i have on me here..
Greg's (9:44 AM): what Certificate are you talking about?
controlreginaluv01 (9:45 AM): My Master's Degree Certificate Babe..
controlreginaluv01 (9:46 AM): and i need to get it before coming back home ..
Greg's (9:48 AM): I thought you finished school
controlreginaluv01 (9:49 AM): yes ..
controlreginaluv01 (9:49 AM): but i need to get my certificate ..
controlreginaluv01 (9:49 AM): this is all my effort here..
controlreginaluv01 (9:50 AM): Hun i need little funds here ...am broke ..
controlreginaluv01 (9:50 AM): and i will love to see u when i get back to the state..
Greg's (9:51 AM): are you actually begging money from me? I hardly even know you...
controlreginaluv01 (9:51 AM): No
controlreginaluv01 (9:51 AM): begging you for money?
controlreginaluv01 (9:51 AM): never..
controlreginaluv01 (9:51 AM): if you wanna help me you will and if you said you are Not ..
controlreginaluv01 (9:52 AM): there's nothing i will do Okay..
Greg's (9:52 AM): oh, okay ‐ I thought you just asked me for money
Greg's (9:52 AM): What grade did you get on your final exam?
controlreginaluv01 (9:53 AM): 2.1
controlreginaluv01 (9:53 AM): second class uper..
Greg's (9:53 AM): what kind of grade is that? What did you do you thesis on?
controlreginaluv01 (9:54 AM): thats the grade they use here..
controlreginaluv01 (9:54 AM): i have sencond class Uper..
Greg's (9:54 AM): oh, okay
Greg's (9:55 AM): What was your Thesis on?
controlreginaluv01 (9:55 AM): alright..

controlreginaluv01 (9:55 AM): Acccounting..
Greg's (9:57 AM): Supply‐ side, forensic, or Testicular? (Nice choices for Accounting disciplines…)
controlreginaluv01 (9:57 AM): supply‐ side... (Damn, I was hoping she’d choose Testicular)
Greg's (9:58 AM): nice...you know I am a CFO don't you?
controlreginaluv01 (9:58 AM): yes I know..
Greg's (9:59 AM): okay, didn't know if you remembered
controlreginaluv01 (9:59 AM): i do remember ..
Greg's (10:00 AM): I would love to talk Accounting and Finance Principles with you sometime...
controlreginaluv01 (10:00 AM): okay ..
Greg's (10:00 AM): do you have a job lined up yet?
controlreginaluv01 (10:00 AM): as soon as am in the state ok.
controlreginaluv01 (10:00 AM): not at all..
Greg's (10:01 AM): You have your Master's in Supply‐side Accounting and didn't get any job offers yet?
controlreginaluv01 (10:02 AM): NOPE I DONT WANT TO WORK HERE..
controlreginaluv01 (10:02 AM): I NEED TO GET BACK TO THE STATE FIRST ..
controlreginaluv01 (10:02 AM): AND LOOK FOR JOB..
Greg's (10:03 AM): Why did you go there again? Maybe you should have concentrated on Testicular
Accounting instead of Supply‐side. It is more of a dynamic field...
controlreginaluv01 (10:03 AM): its My dads dieing which ..
controlreginaluv01 (10:06 AM): if i new my parent are goin to die am i will not come here or even listen to
them ...
controlreginaluv01 (10:06 AM): babe i dont wanna be disobey them ..
controlreginaluv01 (10:06 AM): cos they take care of me very well when they are still alive..
Greg's (10:06 AM): your parents died in West Africa? So that's why you had to go to school there?
controlreginaluv01 (10:08 AM): nope am in west africa schooling and i had from my uncle that they both
have accident in the state..
Greg's (10:09 AM): ummm, okay? Whatever that means…
controlreginaluv01 (10:10 AM): so ever since then i have been alone and all i have with me now that am
talking to is u ..
Greg's (10:11 AM): what about friends at school? We have only talked a couple of times...
controlreginaluv01 (10:11 AM): thats what u always talk about.
Greg's (10:13 AM): What's that mean?
controlreginaluv01 (10:16 AM): I want u to know that Valuing a relationship is not merely done by seeing
each other everyday. What counts is how much in our busy lives we remember each other....
Greg's (10:17 AM): if you say so...
Greg's (10:18 AM): the key is getting to know each other better...
controlreginaluv01 (10:18 AM): YES..
controlreginaluv01 (10:19 AM): YES..
controlreginaluv01 (10:19 AM): BUT WE HAVE BEEN TALKING SINCE ALL THIS DAY LONG..
Greg's (10:20 AM): yeah, but I still know nothing about you...
Greg's (10:20 AM): what do you know about me?
controlreginaluv01 (10:21 AM): u said u graduated from University of Florida
controlreginaluv01 (10:22 AM): and u said u are looking for a woman that will be able to listen to u
Greg's (10:24 AM): you are reading that straight from my email...
controlreginaluv01 (10:26 AM): i know it ..
controlreginaluv01 (10:26 AM): i have Read it before ..
Greg's (10:27 AM): okay, but do you know my name or where I work or anything else except what is in that
one email?
controlreginaluv01 (10:28 AM): Nope will u tell me now?

Greg's (10:29 AM): that's what I mean about getting to know one another. That's why I was appalled when I
thought you were asking me for money. I would never give money to someone I didn't know well.
controlreginaluv01 (10:32 AM): ok
controlreginaluv01 (10:32 AM): i understand u more..
controlreginaluv01 (10:33 AM): SO HOW OLD ARE U?
Greg's (10:34 AM): 41
controlreginaluv01 (10:34 AM): U THERE?
Greg's (10:37 AM): You grew up in Rittman right?
controlreginaluv01 (10:38 AM): NOOE....
controlreginaluv01 (10:38 AM): NOPE..
controlreginaluv01 (10:38 AM): IN Utah..
controlreginaluv01 (10:38 AM): saltlake..
Greg's (10:43 AM): never been to Ohio?
controlreginaluv01 (10:44 AM): NOPE
Greg's (10:45 AM): not even to visit?
Greg's (10:46 AM): Hello?
controlreginaluv01 (10:47 AM): yes..
controlreginaluv01 (10:48 AM): am here for u Ok.
controlreginaluv01 (10:48 AM): whats the time there?
Greg's (10:48 AM): 10:48am
Greg's (10:49 AM): How long did you stay in Ohio to visit?
Greg's (10:51 AM): Hello?
Greg's (10:57 AM): Still there?
controlreginaluv01 (10:57 AM): yes
controlreginaluv01 (10:58 AM): sorry in got the toilet..
controlreginaluv01 (10:58 AM): sorry.
controlreginaluv01 (10:59 AM): just 2weeks..
Greg's (10:59 AM): Because I was wondering why you wrote me in an email that you grew up, live, and have a
house in Rittman Ohio...
controlreginaluv01 (11:01 AM): yes that's where my dad build his house..
controlreginaluv01 (11:02 AM): and am plaininig to sell it ..
controlreginaluv01 (11:03 AM): cos i want to relocate.. (If you watch the time elapsed, she basically gives up)
Greg's (11:03 AM): You said you lived in the house in Ohio for 4 years after they died
Greg's (11:05 AM): The whole reason I was talking to you is because you said that you were coming back to
Rittman Ohio after you finish school
Greg's (11:06 AM): any of this ring a bell?
Greg's (11:10 AM): Hello?
Greg's (11:10 AM): No answer?
Greg's (11:12 AM): At least justify it with an answer...
Greg's (11:13 AM): I guess that this was all a lie to get money out of me?
Greg's (11:15 AM): Unfortunately you forgot where you were supposed to be from...
Greg's (11:17 AM): Pretty sad...
Greg's (11:20 AM): If you wouldn’t have lied to me and asked me because you needed money I would have
given it to you...
Greg's (11:26 AM): is that why you are lying to me? To get money from me?
Greg's (11:27 AM): If you would have just said that you were really a poor and desperate Nigerian who
needed money for food, I would have donated some money to you...
controlreginaluv01 (11:28 AM): hello (Oops, she wants to try again…)
controlreginaluv01 (11:28 AM): u there?

Greg's (11:28 AM): yes
Greg's (11:28 AM): read my posts
controlreginaluv01 (11:28 AM): My Baby
controlreginaluv01 (11:29 AM): am just thinking here on how am going to come back to the state ..
controlreginaluv01 (11:29 AM): you soun like my kind of Man..
Greg's (11:29 AM): You said you lived in the house in Ohio for 4 years after they croaked
Greg's (11:30 AM): try reading the posts
controlreginaluv01 (11:30 AM): baby i want u to trust me for who i am ..
controlreginaluv01 (11:30 AM): and i will never lie to you.
Greg's (11:30 AM): you have been lying to me, idiot
controlreginaluv01 (11:31 AM): never
controlreginaluv01 (11:31 AM): i swear o God..
controlreginaluv01 (11:31 AM): Greg do you want me in your Life..
Greg's (11:31 AM): fuck off idiot ‐ if you would have fessed up, I could have helped you
Greg's (11:32 AM): I just caught you in a huge lie, idiot
controlreginaluv01 (11:32 AM): what do you Mean?
controlreginaluv01 (11:32 AM): why all this babe..
Greg's (11:32 AM): because you are a liar fool ‐
controlreginaluv01 (11:32 AM): you calling me Idiot..
controlreginaluv01 (11:32 AM): ?
Greg's (11:33 AM): i catch you in a huge lie, and you try denying it?
controlreginaluv01 (11:33 AM): i am not lieing to you..
Greg's (11:33 AM): where are you from?
controlreginaluv01 (11:34 AM): am Originally from Oh..
Greg's (11:35 AM): fuck off idiot ‐ you just told me you only visited there for 2 weeks
controlreginaluv01 (11:35 AM): yes its my parent that live there ..
controlreginaluv01 (11:36 AM): and i was Travelled to Utah...
Greg's (11:36 AM): and your email says you lived and grew up and own a house there for 4 years...
controlreginaluv01 (11:36 AM): yes..
controlreginaluv01 (11:36 AM): you are getting me wrong..
Greg's (11:37 AM): you are so fucking stupid
controlreginaluv01 (11:37 AM): why are u insulting me?
Greg's (11:37 AM): because you are a fucking stupid liar
controlreginaluv01 (11:37 AM): Okay ..
controlreginaluv01 (11:37 AM): i guess u hate me More.
Greg's (11:38 AM): you have said 3 different things that all contradict each other
controlreginaluv01 (11:38 AM): but am trying to tell u what all happening.
Greg's (11:38 AM): I am telling you that you are a liar
controlreginaluv01 (11:38 AM): u said u wanna know more about Me And am trying telling u and u keep
embarrasing me..
controlreginaluv01 (11:38 AM): But am No..
controlreginaluv01 (11:38 AM): Not...
Greg's (11:39 AM): If you would have just said that you were really a poor and desperate Nigerian who
needed money for food, I would have donated some money to you...
controlreginaluv01 (11:39 AM): Nope i am not A nigerian..
Greg's (11:39 AM): you told me three different things about where you live idiot ‐ they can't all be true
controlreginaluv01 (11:39 AM): not looking for money.
Greg's (11:39 AM): fucking liar
controlreginaluv01 (11:40 AM): dont You wanna talk to me anymore..

controlreginaluv01 (11:40 AM): tell me now and i will stop ..
controlreginaluv01 (11:40 AM): But i want u to know i am not A lier..
controlreginaluv01 (11:40 AM): I rather die that to lie..
Greg's (11:41 AM): nope ‐ you are a stupid fucking liar and too stupid to admit it, fool
Greg's (11:41 AM): go away liar
controlreginaluv01 (11:41 AM): bye..
Greg's (11:41 AM): fuck you, liar
controlreginaluv01 (11:41 AM): Pls Delete My mail address..
Greg's (11:41 AM): fuck you, liar
controlreginaluv01 (11:41 AM): bye
Greg's (11:41 AM): fuck you, liar
******************************************************************************************
This was a fun bait – I sure will miss Yahoo Personals…

